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Pelosi, Trump spar over trip
Wall fight gets personal as
president tells Democrat she
can’t visit US troops, allies
By ERICA WERNER
AND JOHN WAGNER
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The fight over
the weekslong government shutdown hit a bizarre new low as President Donald Trump on Thursday
canceled a planned trip to Afghanistan by House Speaker Nancy Pelosi,

a day after she angered Republicans
by suggesting the
president delay his
State of the Union
Address.
Hours before Pelosi and top Democrats were set to Nancy
depart for a visit to Pelosi
military leaders in
Brussels and to troops in Afghanistan, Trump released a letter canceling what he termed a “public relations event.”

“I also feel that,
during this period,
it would be better if
you were in Washington negotiating
with me and joining
the Strong Border
Security movement
to end the ShutDonald
down,” he wrote.
Trump
“We will reschedule
this seven-day excursion when the
Shutdown is over.”
The president’s letter to Pelosi,
D-San Francisco, followed one she

wrote to him Wednesday suggesting
he postpone his State of the Union
address, set for Jan. 29, if the partial
government shutdown does not end
this week, citing security concerns
because of Secret Service and other
personnel who are working without
pay.
Trump uncharacteristically did
not respond Wednesday to Pelosi’s suggestion that he postpone
his speech. Instead he struck back
Thursday afternoon, canceling a
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Weather continues to bring flooding, downed trees and power outages

Another stormy day

Poultry
activists
enter
pleas
Four animal welfare
demonstrators plead not
guilty in 2018 case
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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A truck driver navigates high water on Thursday from the flooded Petaluma River behind Industrial Avenue in Petaluma.
By ALEXANDRIA BORDAS
AND ANDREW BEALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

second round of rain showers and
thunderstorms swept through the
North Bay Thursday, as one of
the largest storms of the winter season
pushed through Northern California.
A weaker wave of showers reached
Sonoma County by mid-morning after
breezing through Marin County, with a
half-inch more expected over the next few
days.
First responders said they were fielding
calls of downed trees, power lines and
flooding for most of Wednesday night as
the storm peaked at midnight, bringing
with it strong winds of up to 50 mph in
some areas.
The storm led to at least two fatalities
Wednesday. A Livermore man suspected
of speeding crossed the double yellow
line and crashed his Nissan into a Dodge
truck, killing him, the CHP said. Oakland
and San Francisco-area media also reported a tree fell on a homeless encamp-

ment in Oakland, killing a man.
Between 10 a.m. Tuesday and 10 a.m.
Thursday, the period with most of the
rainfall, most parts of Sonoma County received between 2 and 3 inches of rain, the
National Weather Service reported. Venado, in the northern part of the county,
had significantly more rainfall, reporting
more than 8 inches over the same period.
Winds reached 46 mph in Santa Rosa.
They were significantly higher in other
parts of the Bay Area, peaking at 98 mph
at Big Rock Ridge in Marin County.
The rain largely stopped after 10 a.m.
Thursday, with the Sonoma County Airport reporting only one one-hundredth of
an inch over the next six hours, according to the National Weather Service.
Around a half-inch more rain is expected through the end of the weekend,
followed by at least a week of dry weather
starting Monday, National Weather Service meteorologist Duane Dykema said.
Power outages were reported throughout Sonoma County. Some residents and
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Kevin Byrne and his daughter, Eila Ann Byrne,
walk in the rain Thursday in Petaluma.

Four animal welfare activists
facing felony criminal charges
in connection with a series of
demonstrations last year at several Petaluma poultry farms
pleaded not guilty Thursday in
a case that pits the private property rights of farmers against
unproven claims of persistent
animal abuse at local sites that
sell to grocers including Whole
Foods.
Members of Direct Action Everywhere, an animal rights network that mobilized hundreds
of people for protests at three
Petaluma sites last year, say their
mission is to bring attention to
the suffering of commercially
raised animals and provide relief
to the animals when they can.
During two actions last year —
one at the Weber Family Farms
egg production facility and the
other at McCoy Poultry Services,
where chickens are raised for
meat — protesters also forced
their way into buildings and
seized a combined 51 chickens
they claimed were ailing, including 14 dead and dying ones at McCoys.
They argue that such “rescues” are authorized under the
same animal cruelty law in California that makes it legal to
break into a closed car to save a
dog from overheating or free a
chained pet in danger of freezing
to death in someone’s backyard.
And they think the region’s
consumers want to know how
products marketed as wholesome, environmentally sustainable foods and sold at places such
as Whole Foods are raised.
“We think this case is a chance
for the truth to be known in Sonoma County,” said Berkeley resident and Direct Action co-founder Wayne Hsiung, 37, one of the
defendants.
But Sonoma County prosecutors see it differently, as do the families whose longtime operations
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Thousands more families likely split up
By PALOMA ESQUIVEL
LOS ANGELES TIMES

The Trump administration probably
separated thousands more children
from their families at the border than
the roughly 2,700 the government has
previously acknowledged, a federal
watchdog said Thursday.
The report by the Department of
Health and Human Services’ Office of
Inspector General drew the anger of
a number of Democrats in Congress,
several of whom pledged further in-
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vestigation into the separations. Sen.
Richard Durbin of Illinois, the Senate’s
second-ranking Democrat, called once
again on Homeland Security Secretary
Kirstjen Nielsen to resign after the report was released.
“It’s inconceivable that our government chose to secretly separate thousands of children from their parents,
was unable or unwilling to reunite these
families for months due to incompetent
leadership and poor planning, and still
doesn’t know how many children were
separated,” Durbin said.
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Department of Homeland Security officials disputed the inspector general’s
estimate.
“We are saying of course separations occurred — but not at the rate of
‘thousands’ they are claiming,” DHS
spokeswoman Katie Waldman said in
an email.
The administration’s practice of separating children from their families
at the border — part of its “zero tolerance” approach to immigration — led to
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his Golden State Warriors debut Friday night.
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Teen migrants walk in line inside the Tornillo
detention camp in Tornillo, Texas.
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